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This chapter considers the way gay Asian American veterans chal-
lenged U.S. military policy and culture in the post-9/11 period, un-
earthing issues of discrimination within a state institution to which 

they committed their lives. Many scholars have written about the “War on 
Terror” as a pivotal experiential moment for South Asians and LGBTQ+ 
people, but less discussed is how queers of Asian descent were at the 
forefront of challenging the world’s most powerful military force.1 As 
individuals facing multiple forms of marginalization, there is a double bind 
faced by those seeking to serve their country while defending themselves 
against the oppressive conditions they meet in such capacity.

In her work on martial citizenship, Lucy Sayler argues for more work on 
Asian Americans in the armed forces as exemplars of “citizen soldiers,” since 
military service offered one mechanism for Asians to naturalize and gain 
acceptance in a country that excluded them as sexual deviants and perverse 
subjects.2 Simeon Man observes that during the Cold War, “bad” Asians were 
the targets of war, whereas the “good” ones were funneled into the military, 
but inclusion was partial.3 Margot Canaday documents how gay men in par-
ticular were routed from military service due to their perception as potential 
communist agents and usurpers of the family and nation.4 This kind of dis-
crimination flies in the face of the U.S. military’s credo that all soldiers are 
treated the same when they put on their uniforms. Whereas the dominant 
archetype of the good soldier has not traditionally included sexual minorities 
or people of color, the good minority, or “model minority,” has been used to 
first construct Asian Americans and later gays and lesbians as passive beings 
who do not need to fight (or know how to).5 Through a critical juxtaposition 
of the queer and Asian, I also scrutinize the figure of the model/minority 
veteran in order to expose ongoing political struggles related to those terms.6 
In doing so, I recognize the queer veteran of color as “a product of this con-
tradiction between individual agency and collective racialization.”7

In the following, I profile media cases that speak to the tense predicament 
of Asian gays as duty-bound model soldiers and obedient model minorities.8 
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The chosen examples involve controversies surrounding conscientious objec-
tion to preemptive war and gays serving in the military. My critical inquiries 
interrogate GIs’ resistance to and complicity with state power, indexing their 
treatment as voluntary enlisted participants in an environment where differ-
ence is not always fully tolerated and where one must always obey the com-
mand of superiors.

Conscientious Dissenters and the Memory 
of Internment and Colonialism
The post-9/11 moment ushered in a new era of U.S. imperialism, pushing 
some military personnel to consider how the U.S. liberal affirmation of  
egalitarianism is “at once contradicted by the larger context in which that 
affirmation is advanced.”9 First Lieutenant Ehren K. Watada found instant 
notoriety when he became the first military officer in the country charged 
with “public dissent” since 1965. Watada refused his deployment to Iraq in 
June 2006 as part of Operation Iraqi Freedom. The Japanese-Chinese 
American was the only commissioned officer at the time to relinquish his 
duties because he believed he had a personal duty to oppose an “immoral” 
war that would make him responsible for war crimes if he joined. Upon 
arrest, he said, “I think they will do their best to make an example of 
me.”10 Even though he did not think at first his was a case about race or 
racism, he found it curious the majority of soldiers who voiced their 
support for him have been nonwhites. In an interview, he says, “Whether 
they see me as giving a voice to minorities in the Army or simply fighting 
for minority rights I don’t know.”11 Framing his protest as a form of service 
to country, Watada weighs in on his status as a model/minority soldier 
when he claims to follow the legacy of Nissei men who contributed to the 
U.S. war effort during World War II while their people were interned: 
“My decision brings honor to vet-eran JAs. Instead of perpetuating war 
crimes and a war of aggression, I am actively trying to put a stop to it. 
Instead of being the ‘quiet, obedient Japanese,’ I am fulfilling my oath to 
protect my soldiers and this country from our government.”12 As a former 
Eagle Scout and university graduate with a bachelor’s degree in finance 
who needed no assistance from the army for his education, Watada 
presents a good Asian gone bad, but he is also trying to be the best soldier 
that he can be despite going rogue.

Watada’s insurrection against hegemonic systems was preceded by 
an-other API veteran whose form of dissension could not be interpreted so 
nobly. Marine reservist Lance Corporal Stephen Eagle Funk was the first U.S. 
veteran of any rank to publicly object to the war. The noncommissioned 
officer made news appearing railing against the war, and pundits took note 
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of his “strange” ethnic roots (Pilipino) and Funk’s “second way out” of active-
duty deployment after he admitted he was gay in violation of the military’s 
standing “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” policy. Failing to report to duty, the report-
edly “soft-spoken” man completed a half-year sentence in a military prison 
for desertion, punishment for the fact that he did not pursue the “smartest 
way” to get dissenter status, since one must show up to work first to claim it.13 
As a mixed race working-class queer, the Pinoy pacificist did not hold the 
same social status commonly associated with middle-class Japanese Ameri-
cans like Watada, embodying instead a “bad” brown Asian of the Global 
South.14 In his official public statement against the U.S. invading Iraq, Funk 
says this: “I could not remain silent. In my mind that would have been true 
cowardice, having a chance to do some good, but playing it safe instead . . . 
You don’t have to be a cog in the machinery of war.”15

Mainstream publications like The Guardian felt it necessary to mention 
that Funk had dropped out of classes at the University of Southern Califor-
nia, while working part-time in a pet shop.16 The example of Funk sheds light 
on the plight of a “duped” derelict youth who joined the military for the 
wrong reasons and later admitted “there are so many more ways to get money 
for school.”17 As Robyn Rodriguez explains, Funk communicates the difficult 
experience of queers in not only the U.S. nation-state but in the Filipino dia-
sporic nation, where heterosexual youth are venerated as the good example 
for poor immigrant communities aspiring toward model minority excel-
lence.18 In an interview for the leading gay magazine Advocate, Funk says his 
decision to become a conscientious objector was related to being a gay man 
in a military regime that is inherently immoral.19 Meanwhile, ethnic media 
sources like Filipinas recognized Funk became politicized only after witness-
ing the people’s power in ousting the Philippines’ president Joseph Estrada, 
demonstrating how “Filipinos in all walks of war” can link the global “War 
of Terror” with domestic violence in the former colony of the United States.20 
Both Watada and Funk are gaysians who joined the military right after 9/11 
only to reject warmongering, but Funk’s case cannot be read as fully analo-
gous to Watada since the two men inhabit different social strata and even 
ideological orientations. The latter’s higher rank, ethnicity, and class privi-
lege made him a cause célèbre of the antiwar left, whereas the former’s 
“queerer than queer” image and decision to step back from the limelight—
due to public pressures on his precarious personal life—demonstrate how the 
media “play an integral role in maintaining the norms of good from bad 
subjects, and [how] the subjects under its gaze not only consent to, but even 
participate actively in, the policing of this boundary line.”21

These twenty-first-century examples of social containment dredge up the 
Cold War legacy of the model minority myth, which Robert Lee discusses as 
originally revolved around anxieties related to communism, race-mixing, 
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and homosexuality. In such agonistic contexts, “accommodation would be 
rewarded,” and “militancy would be contained or crushed.”22 In the delimi-
tation of transgression, certain Asian groups like the Chinese and Japanese 
came to be seen as domesticated model minority types (though they resisted 
this label), while other groups like Southeast Asian refugees signified the 
unruly anti-model minorities that had to be corralled into the military due 
to their lower socioeconomic status and “violent nature.” Here, we might ask 
how other “bad Asians” like gay Koreans upend the heteronormative racial 
order and “resist the status quo because they have already been excluded 
from it or oppressed, silence, or limited by it.”23 The next section turns to the 
issue of gays serving in the military to further explore this.

“Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” and the Asian  
American Closet
One of the most divisive policies in the U.S. military is the longtime ban on 
gays and the policy of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” (DADT), where one can be 
gay but is discouraged from publicizing it. LGBTQ+ activists have lambast-
ed this policy for years and accused the military of enforcing a mandatory 
closet for all queer soldiers. DADT found its biggest public opponent in 
Lieutenant Dan Choi, a Korean American member of the National Guard 
who admitted, “I was afraid people would find out [I’m gay], and I thought 
the military would be a great way to hide.”24 Before Choi launched his invec-
tive against this military rule and outing himself in the process, another 
queer Asian received publicity for being terminated under DADT. Sandy 
Tsao, a Chinese American second lieutenant in the U.S. Army who is also a 
lesbian, sent a letter on the Chinese New Year to President Obama days after 
his inauguration. The letter was published in the Windy City Times as a 
cover story.25 Tsao was discharge under the DADT implemented in 1993 
under President Bill Clinton, which “tolerated” gays only if they do not tell 
or show anyone they are gay; any admission or revelation of a homosexual 
lifestyle provides grounds for immediate discharge. Coming on the heels of 
Tsao’s announcement, Lt. Dan Choi became the poster child for the move-
ment to end DADT (even though other veterans contributed) after publicly 
coming out on the popular TV news program The Rachel Maddow Show, 
and proclaiming that the law forced veterans to lie to their own officers, thus 
violating the military’s own code against dishonesty. Choi was terminated 
right after appearing on the show. Like other gay servicemen found in spe-
cialty occupations, Choi was one of a few Arabic language experts. Despite 
their critical importance, fear of queer bodies and their potential disruption 
to the homosocial “unity” of combat units superseded the demand for talent 
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and skills, which disrupts the American myth of meritocracy and education 
as the great leveler of social inequality.26

As an open test to the discriminatory policy, Dan Choi went to a recruit-
ing station to rejoin the U.S. Army—a request that was rejected.27 After his 
discharge, the lieutenant became the most visible campaigner against 
DADT, performing public stunts like taping his mouth or chaining himself 
to the front of the White House fence. As a main spokesperson for the 
Knights Out organization, Choi led marines, sailors, soldiers and those in 
the air force to demonstrate against the Democratic National Committee 
fundraiser. He began a hunger strike, declaring it would last until Obama 
repealed DADT and added a nondiscrimination policy to the military code. 
The strike ended in a week after a federal judge ordered the Department of 
Defense to stop enforcing the policy. Following its repeal by Congress, Choi 
was invited to President Obama’s signing of the bill on December 22, 2010. 
It seemed gay equality had arrived, especially in the same period that saw 
same-sex marriage rights and more LGBTQ+ representation in popular cul-
ture. Leading gay magazine Out featured Dan Choi in their list of one hun-
dred “People of the Year,” placing him prominently on their 2012 cover of 
celebrities. As the only Asian face and only member of the armed forces 
within this Hollywood lineup, Choi epitomizes a minority (Asian) within a 
minority (gay) within another minority (vet). He queers the model minor-
ity sense of Asians as weak and invisible (pointing up their absence in white 
gay media), even if he might shore up what Jasbir Puar calls “homonational-
ism” and the production of gay patriots.28

Choi’s battles with institutional homophobia appear unrelated to those 
of race, but these issues were not mutually exclusive. In an interview, the 
Korean American makes the following comments linking the gay closet 
with the “Asian American closet.”29 As he admits, “Being Asian American 
can be isolating at times . . . I experienced it at West Point and in the army; 
many times, I was the only ‘openly Asian’ member of my team. It is isolating 
and stressful. Racism hurts the entire team.”30 Choi’s ardent fight for ac-
ceptance as an out gay member of the armed forces posits the dangers of 
being out as an Asian American. Choi’s speech act stresses that racism and 
homophobia is harmful to teamwork. In this manner, Choi is hoping to 
reform or change the military, not entirely undermine it.

As the quagmire of Iraq and Afghanistan turned into the longest wars 
for the United States, the demand for higher recruitment numbers turned 
urgent. A push for diversity added to what Melani McAlister calls “multi-
cultural militarism” and the need to conscript minorities to fight wars 
around the world.31 Under the agenda of global counterterrorism, model/
minority veterans like Choi provide a safeguard against the queer racialized 
foreign threat found everywhere.32 The model/minority vet buoys the U.S. 
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empire as it seeks to expand external borders and reorganize its domestic 
order to reconfigure the insider-outsider dyad through “inclusive excel-
lence.” Recognizing Choi’s complicity with power does not deny his bravery 
but instead forces recognition of the mainstreaming of identity politics vis-
à-vis geopolitics. Though gay rights advocates made little mention of his 
Asian background, touting Choi as a new hero of the LGBTQ+ movement, 
the coastal guardsman often evoked the racial language of the model/mi-
nority vet as he stated in one API magazine interview: “When you are a 
stigmatized minority in the military, you put yourself in a mindset that says, 
‘I’m going to just show everybody that I’m the best at this.’”33

Before entering the spotlight as a model veteran gone bad, Choi was al-
ready ruled to be undisciplined, like when in 2005 he punched a platoon 
sergeant in the chest. His slowness in getting promotion respective to peers 
made him an anti-model minority, one unable to perform well under pres-
sure or listen to orders. Amid railing against DADT, Lt. Dan Choi was admit-
ted to the psychiatric ward due to mental breakdown and anxiety attacks.34 
Such events give the impression that Asian queers remain pathological, fall-
ing apart at any minute. Yet these personal “failures” are teachable moments 
to zoom into societal norms and expectations that never fully congeal with-
in the individual.

Conclusion
The provocative opposition posed by gaysians against military dogma re-
poses the eternal question of who is a loyal citizen-subject and who is bad 
subject, something that has always haunted Asian Americans and queer 
people. While Choi’s wish for a gay-friendlier military came true even as the 
battle for transgender rights heated up, his liberal stance still begs the ques-
tion of how particular minoritarian subjects are subordinated to the larger 
system of power that unevenly interprets them as model/minority veterans. 
In the end, the ideological work of gay rights advocacy within the military 
must tackle the larger underpinnings of hypermilitarization that conscien-
tious dissenters obviate.35 Demands for minority civil rights and social jus-
tice coincide with the global call to arms within an expanding American  
war machine. This modern expansion of “freedom with violence,” as Chandy 
Reddy calls it, urges attention to the intersectionality of race, ethnicity, sex-
uality, class, and even gender (e.g., cisgender gay men as political visible ac-
tors and activists compared to lesbians and others).

In telling a specific story about racial and sexual identity formation in 
the new millennium, my analysis complicates the model minority descrip-
tor often attributed to gays and Asian Americans by examining it in con-
junction with the trope of the good soldier.36 At a time when increasing 
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demand for equity, dignity, and personhood is matched by a disregard for 
the lives of so many communities of color, the queer Asian GI’s complex 
rendering within policy and public discourse transacts a critical prism 
through which we can discombobulate matters of bigotry, democracy, em-
pire, heroism, failure, and ethics. Insofar as the post-9/11 milieu intensified 
conversations about cultural belonging, the political work of gaysian veter-
ans illustrates what it means to be inside and outside, and how perhaps to 
think beyond that duality.
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